Contrast coding in the primary visual cortex depends on temporal contexts.
Contrast response function in the primary visual cortex (V1) has long been described as following a sigmoid curve. However, this is mainly based on measuring neural responses to drifting contrast grating in a stable stimulation, a model that does not consider the effects of motion or length of stimulus presentation. During natural viewing, the visual system can obtain sufficient information for identifying the shapes defined by contrast from a single glance; acquiring greater knowledge of the neuronal response properties to contrast in such a short timescale is necessary to understand the underlying mechanisms. We investigated responses of cat V1 neurons to contrast presented by static grating for 40 ms without pause compared to drifting grating presented continuously for 2000 ms. The neuronal response to transiently presented contrast could be well described by a linear function. Further examination of the effects of motion and presentation duration on contrast responses demonstrated that motion increased response sensitivity in the low-contrast range, while brief presentation increased response sensitivity in the high-contrast range. Motion and prolonged presentation (adaptation) together resulted in an asymptotic sigmoid curve with a saturation response in the high-contrast range. These results suggest that motion mainly enhance the neural response sensitivity to low-contrast objects, while short and rapid presentation mainly enhance the neural sensitivity to high-contrast stimulus. Our findings indicate that multiple factors influence the properties of contrast response functions, suggesting that V1 neuron contrast coding is flexible and depends on the temporal contexts.